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Z- Selenata Marimbana (1962) .............................1..:.?.:1...........................................Yuzo Toyama (b. 1931) 
arranged for two marimbas by Aidan Gold 

Miriam Anderson &Natalie Klco, marimbas 

Contrasts fel two Marinibas (1965") .................................................................:Htlertrtlayashi (1931-f012t 


(;levid Gaskey &Janella KaRg,-marimbas

..b Tensui Sweep (2007) [U.S. premiere1 ......../.1.:..fd................................................ Masami Noda (b. 1959) 


Aidan Gold, David Gaskey, &Janella Kang, marimbas 

4 Efflorescence (2016) [world premiere] ......J'j.~.f..t...................................... conceived by Memmi Ochi 

Music and Poem by Mika Sawai (b. 1984) 


with additional improvisation by Greg Campbell and Memmi Ochi 

Video by Takashi Hokoi (b. 1984) 


I. Earth Song** (2010) 
II. Meditation 

III. Shun-ka-shu-to -A Song for Japanese Four Seasons- (2015) [U.S. premiere} 

Josh Kenji langager, tenor I Aidan Gold, piano 
Memmi Oehi, marimba &percussion I Greg Campbell, percussion 

INTERM ISSION 

'0 b Cross Hatch (1982) ...........f..:......?.....................................................................Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996) 


Memmi Ochi, marimba I Isaac Anderson, vibraphone 

(0 Azul (2014) ...................f..C.!;;§...................................................................... Nathan Daughtrey {b. 1975) 

I. Cerulean Ice 
II. Sapphiric Flames 

Janella Kang, flute I Aidan Gold, percussion 

--"------ 



1- Percussivometers (2014) ..................... .!..'"!::.~.!..."?.......................................... Marcin P~czkowski (b. 1983) 


Andrew Angell, percussion 

with sound engineering assistance by Marcin Pqczkowski &Doug Niemela 


Z Ueo Muite Aruko (1961 )..................§."..~.~.?.......................................... Hachidai Nakamura (1931-1992) 


Tom Collier, vibraphone 
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{ 0 Merry Christmas, Mr. Laurence ...................................:..?.S............................ Ryuichi Sakamoto (b. 1952) 
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arranged for Percussion Ensemble by Aidan Gold 

Sh un-ka-sh u-to 
-A song for Japanese Four Seasons-

Over the winter 
Welcoming spring 
Oh the shining summer 

Aroma of autumn 
Enduring winter 
Oh the warmth of spring 

Bright light of summer 
Contemplation in autumn 
The midst of deep winter 

Oh ever cycling seasons 

Fragrance of spring 
Sparking surface of water in the summer 
Deepening red sun of autumn 

Oh ever cycling seasons 
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Tensui Sweep 

The motif of Tensui Sweep was taken from Awa Odori, the Japanese folk dance of the Tokushima Region, 
and the dance is said to have a400·year history. (Awa is the old name for Tokushima.) The word Tensui is 
aspecial word in Awa (Tokushima) Dialect, and it is anoun. Tensui is aperson who is possessed by 
dancing and gone crazy for Awa dance- to the point of thinking, lias long as I can dance, alii need is 
some water (sui) from Heaven (ten.)" . 

The idea of constructing the music by using avery short motif over and over is taken from Eric Satie's 
"'Cinema' Entr'acte symphonique de 'RELACHE'," and the piece also serves as ahomage to his "Cinema." 
Tensui Sweep was commissioned by amarimbistlxylophonist, Mutsumi Tsuuzaki, as apart of Japan 
National Cultural Festival in Tokushima. The premier was given atthe opening ofthe special exhibit at 
Tokushima Modern Art Museum in 2007. 
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Masami Noda 

Anative of Kyoto and agraduate of Kyoto City University of Arts, Masami Noda is known for composing 
for the marimba and for arranging musicforvarious instruments. 



Mr. Noda was the winner ofthe Fourth National Theater Composition Competition, and he regularly 
composes music for nFM Theatre" for NHK Radio. Many of his pieces are recorded on albums such as 
"Songs from Asia" and ·1935" by Mutsumi Tsuuzaki. In addition to composing, Mr. Noda currently 
serves as alecturer atAichi Shukutoku University. 

Efflorescence 

"Efflorescence" was conceived out of aconversation with the visual artist, Takashi Hokoi, who resides in 
Fukushima. like many Japanese living outside Japan, my heart shattered and has been bleeding since 
the Great East Japan Earthquake of2011. Forthe last four and half years, I took part in organizing and 
participating in the benefit events and concerts. Knowing the magnitude ofthe Triple Disaster-the 
magnitude 9.0 earthquake, tsunami, and the nuclear power plant accidents-Songs of Hope, agroup of 
Seattle musicians trying to raise awareness and support, planned on committing ourselves to keep 
offering benefit concerts forfive years. I remember naively thinking that after such along time, the 
majority of issues would be resolved. 

However, as we approach March 11,2016, which marks the fifth year, there are still more than 
100,000 people displaced and some are never able to return home. looking back and thinking of how 
"little" we contributed to the recovery effort as awhole, Iwas overwhelmed by the sea of needs...and 
there seems to be very little hope of ever recovering from such catastrophic loss. 

In the midst of despair, I encountered such simple yet pure melodies of Ms. Sawai's music and Mr. 
Hokoi's beautiful videos of nature from Fukushima. Through their works, I felt my soul being 
strengthened, and my hope began slowly restoring as Iwas (and continue to be) reminded ofthe 
strength of Mother Earth. 

The video sequences were newly created as amessage from Fukushima for the Seattle audience. I 
would like to invite everyone here tonight to receive whatever inspiration/message from this work, and 
that everyone be able to "experiencetl the strength and beauty of nature in Fu kushima as we witness the 
Earth recover and repair itselffrom such disaster. 

i$# ~ Takshi Hokoi 
Taken by deep fascination with wind, Takashi Hokoi is an artist who tries to "capture the windtl though 
various art forms. He specializes in creating sculptures powered and moved by wind. The sculptures are 
then taken to different places in nature-beaches, sea, and mountains-to be filmed in the environment. 
He seeks to integrate sculptures and videos by recording the movement of wind, which can be seen 
visually through the camera. 

Mr. Hokoi is agraduate ofthe University ofTsukuba, where he studied design and received a 
graduate degree in design at Tokyo University ofthe Arts. Upon graduation, he worked at NHK (Japan 
Broadcasting Corporation) as acamera person at the NHK Fukushima station, where he captured 



countless footage during the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011. His conviction as ajournalist 
propelled him to leave NHK and to permanently live in Fukushima so that he can let the world "seeff the 
lives and nature of Fukushima as they recoverfrom the disaster. 

Currently, he works both as ajournalist and an artist, creating and collaborating with artists from 
different fields. 

*AII the footage was shot in Fukushima. Images during "Earth Song" and "Shun-ka-shu-to" were shot 
outside the restricted area, where residents can resume their "normal" life. Footage during "Meditation" 
were captured inside restricted areas. Within Fukushima prefecture, depending on regions, some areas 
no longer show scars of the disaster whereas other areas, especially inside restricted areas, are still 
heavily damaged. -Takashi Hokoi 

*Translator's note: The initial news footage of tsunami washing away fields, houses, and bUildings, the 
one shot from ahelicopter, was captured by Mr. HokoL The particular news footage was broadcasted 
worldwide, including CNN, NBC, ABC, and BBe. 

Earth Song 
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Earth Song expresses the magnificent Mother Nature with the sound of marimba, Latin percussion, and 
electronics-melding deep resonance between Latin percussion and marimba, which has aprimitive 
origin, connecting us closer to the Earth. The almost minimalistic theme in the lower register oftlle five
octave marimba portrays prayer for everlasting grace from nature. Since 2011, the piece has been 
performed several times by the composer in London and Tokyo. 

~It.k~ Shun·ka·shu·to -A Song for Japanese Four Seasons
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Life offers countless joys and sorrows, and there are many occasions for grief and gratitude. No matter 
what we each go through in life, four seasons always come and go without exception. At each transition 
of seasons, our senses and feelings are renewed as though one season supports and carries us towards 
the next season. 



After returning to Tokyo from London where Istudied for two years, I became keenly aware of four 
seasons in Japan-with each season distinct and beautiful. My increased awareness led me to appreciate 
the four seasons more. To me, Four Japanese Seasons almost feel like people who are always on my side 
to love and support me. They are like parents or soul mates who are by your side no matter what 
happens...even when you don't notice they are the ones supporting you. In the same way, four seasons 
are precious to my soul. In February of 2015, the piece was premiered in Japan by the composer. 

*Translator's note: This expanded translation is acombination of the composer's written program notes 
and her own introduction to the piece at her recital given in Tokyo in July 2015. 

MikaSawai 

Anative ofTokyo, Mika Sawai, has pursued dual careers as amarimbist and as acomposer. As a 
marimbist, she has performed at prestigious venues such as Royal Albert Hall in London and the 
YAMAHA Hall in Tokyo. As acreator/collaborator, her art installations were exhibited in London 
(Rhapsody Composing ProjectJ Milan (Milano Salone,) and Tokyo (Tokyo Design Week.) Her creativity 
led herto experiment with both traditional and unconventional musical sound-composing for acoustic 
instruments, using environmental noise and computer-generated sounds. Guided by her belief of 
creating no boundaries between music and otherforms of arts, especially photography and glass works, 
she is committed to creating art installations using sound. 

Ms. Sawai studied marimba and composition atToho Gakuen School of Music in Tokyo and the Royal 
College of Music in London as ascholarship recipient from the Musicians' Company (UK.) In 2015, she 
completed the postgraduate research program at Tokyo University ofthe Arts, where she immersed 
herself the in depth study of designing the musical/acoustical environment. 

Program notes prepared and translated by Memmi Ochi 




